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Abstract
Let L/K be a finite separable field extension, and let E be the normal closure of L/K . Let G =
Gal(E/K) and G′ = Gal(E/L). We call L/K almost cyclic if G′ has a normal cyclic complement in G.
This includes the case that L/K is a cyclic Galois extension or a radical extension. We give a method
for counting Hopf–Galois structures on an almost cyclic extension L/K . We then count the Hopf–Galois
structures on an almost cyclic extension of degree 2n, n 3, and determine how many of them are almost
classical. This is analogous to a result of T. Kohl [T. Kohl, Classification of the Hopf–Galois structures on
prime power radical extensions, J. Algebra 207 (1998) 525–546] which counts the Hopf–Galois structures
on a radical extension of odd prime-power degree. In contrast to the odd prime-power degree case, however,
we find that an almost cyclic extension L/K of 2-power degree has Hopf–Galois structures for which the
Hopf algebra acting on L is not commutative.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The notion of a Hopf–Galois extension provides a generalization of classical Galois theory.
Given a finite extension of fields L/K , there often exist K-Hopf algebras H acting on L such
that L becomes an H -Galois extension. If L/K is in fact a Galois (i.e., normal and separable)
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352 N.P. Byott / Journal of Algebra 318 (2007) 351–371field extension with Galois group G, then one possible Hopf–Galois structure is that coming
from classical Galois theory, where H is the group algebra K[G] with its usual action on L.
Greither and Pareigis [10] considered the situation where the extension L/K is separable
but not necessarily normal. They showed how the Hopf–Galois structures on L/K can be de-
scribed in group-theoretic terms. Each Hopf algebra H for which L is an H -Galois extension
is a “twisted form” of some group algebra: H ⊗K E = E[N ] where E is the normal closure of
L/K and N is a finite group whose order is the field extension degree [L : K]. We shall refer to
the isomorphism class of the group N as the type of the Hopf–Galois structure given by H . Of
particular interest are the almost classically Galois field extensions L/K and the almost classical
Hopf–Galois structures on these (see Definitions 2.3 and 2.4).
The result of Greither and Pareigis raises the possibility of enumerating all Hopf–Galois struc-
tures (or all almost classical Hopf–Galois structures) on a given field extension. For radical (but
not necessarily normal) extensions L/K of odd prime-power degree pn, this was achieved by
Kohl [11]. In this case, all the groups N turn out to be cyclic. The number of Hopf–Galois struc-
tures on L/K depends on the roots of unity in K . In particular, when K contains a primitive
pnth root of unity, so that L/K is in fact normal, Kohl found that L/K admits precisely pn−1
Hopf–Galois structures.
The main purpose of this article is to complement Kohl’s result by treating the excluded case
p = 2. Here the situation is rather different to that for odd p: if L/K is a radical extension of
degree 2n with n  3, then L/K always admits Hopf–Galois structures of cyclic, quaternion
and dihedral type. In particular, if L/K is normal then it admits 2n−2 Hopf–Galois structures of
each of these 3 types. Thus, in contrast to the situation for odd p, a radical extension of degree
2n is H -Galois for some noncommutative Hopf algebras H . The almost classical Hopf–Galois
structures, however, can only be of cyclic type.
Rather than following Kohl in treating radical extensions, we shall formulate our results in a
somewhat more general way. We specialize the notion of almost classical extensions and consider
almost cyclic extensions (Definition 3.1); loosely speaking, these are extensions which look the
same as radical extensions for the purposes of Hopf–Galois theory. We will restate Kohl’s result
in this more general setting (Theorem 4.1) before giving the corresponding results for almost
cyclic extensions of degree 2n (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2).
Our method for counting Hopf–Galois structures builds on the techniques of [5] and [1]. Other
results on the enumeration of Hopf–Galois structures for various Galois field extensions L/K are
given in [2–4,7,8]. A systematic account of the theory as it stood in the year 2000 can be found
in [6].
Notation. We will write ζn for a primitive nth root of unity (in an algebraic closure of the field
under consideration); R× for the group of units of a ring R; and ϕ for the Euler totient function,
ϕ(n) = |(Z/nZ)×|. Also, Cn will denote the cyclic group of order n for any n 1,
Cn =
〈
σ
∣∣ σn = 1〉,
and D2n (respectively, Q2n ) for n 3 will denote the dihedral (respectively, generalized quater-
nion) group of order 2n,
D2n =
〈
σ, τ
∣∣ σ 2n−1 = 1 = τ 2, τσ = σ−1τ 〉,
Q2n =
〈
σ, τ
∣∣ σ 2n−1 = 1, τ 2 = σ 2n−2 , τσ = σ−1τ 〉.
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Definition 2.1. Let L/K be a finite extension of fields, and let H be a K-Hopf algebra acting on
L so that L becomes an H -module algebra:
h · xy =
∑
(h)
(h(1) · x)(h(2) · y); (h · 1) = ε(h)1 for x, y ∈ L and h ∈ H.
Here h →∑(h) h(1)⊗h(2) is the comultiplication map H → H ⊗K H , and ε :H → K is the aug-
mentation of H . Then L is said to be an H -Galois extension of K if the K-linear homomorphism
j :L ⊗K H → EndK(L), given by j (x ⊗ h)(y) = x(h · y), is an isomorphism. A Hopf–Galois
structure on L/K then consists of a K-Hopf algebra H , together with an action of H on L,
making L into an H -Galois extension.
We emphasize that, in our terminology, an H -Galois extension is an H -module rather than an
H -comodule; this is consistent with the usage in [6], but at variance with the conventions of, for
example, [9].
Greither and Pareigis [10] showed how to determine all Hopf–Galois structures (up to the
obvious notion of isomorphism) on a separable field extension L/K . Let E/K be the normal
closure of L/K , and let G, G′ be the Galois groups G = Gal(E/K), G′ = Gal(E/L). We write
S = G/G′ for the set of left cosets gG′ of G′ in G, and let G act on S via left translation:
g · hG′ = ghG′ for g ∈ G, hG′ ∈ S. This action is faithful since the condition that E/K is the
normal closure of L/K translates to
⋂
h∈G hG′h−1 = 1. We may therefore view G as a subgroup
of the group Perm(S) of all permutations of S. Clearly Perm(S) is isomorphic to the symmetric
group of degree [L : K]. The main result of [10] can then be stated as follows.
Theorem 2.2. (See [10, Theorem 3.1].) With the above notation, there is a bijection between
Hopf–Galois structures on L/K and subgroups N ⊂ Perm(S) which are regular on S and are
normalized by G.
(Recall that a finite group H acting on a finite set S is said to be regular if the action is tran-
sitive, the stabilizer of some element of S is trivial, and |H | = |S|. Any two of these conditions
guarantee the third.)
The K-Hopf algebra H corresponding to N in Theorem 2.2 is E[N ]G, the algebra of fixed
points of the group algebra E[N ] under the action of G, where G acts simultaneously on E as
field automorphisms and on N by conjugation inside Perm(S).
Greither and Pareigis gave particular attention to almost classically Galois extensions.
Definition 2.3. The field extension L/K is almost classically Galois if there is a Galois extension
F/K with L⊗K F = E. Equivalently, L/K is almost classically Galois if there is some N as in
Theorem 2.2 with N ⊆ G.
Thus if L/K is almost classically Galois then the subgroup H = Gal(E/F) of G is a normal
complement to G′, and G is therefore the semidirect product G = H  G′. Note that G′ must
act faithfully on H since E/K is the normal closure of L/K . The field F need not be unique,
however, since G′ may have more than one normal complement in G.
Kohl [11] extended this terminology as follows.
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N satisfies N ⊆ G.
Thus L/K is almost classically Galois if and only if it admits at least one almost classical
Hopf–Galois structure. It is quite possible for L/K to admit many Hopf–Galois structures, some
of which are almost classical and some of which are not. If L/K is normal then E = L and
G′ = 1. In this case, L/K admits exactly one almost classical Hopf–Galois structure, namely the
classical one given by N = G = Gal(L/K), with H = K[G] and F = K .
The argument of [10, Theorem 5.2] shows that, in an almost classical Hopf–Galois structure,
the analogue of the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory holds in a strong form: there is an
inclusion-reversing bijection from sub-Hopf algebras of H to intermediate fields of L/K . (For an
arbitrary Hopf–Galois structure, the corresponding map is injective but need not be surjective.)
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2, which does not appear to have been stated ex-
plicitly before, is that the problem of counting Hopf–Galois structures on L/K depends only on
the group-theoretic data (G,G′), in the following sense:
Corollary 2.5. For i = 1, 2, let Li/Ki be a finite separable extension of fields, let Ei/Ki be
its normal closure, and let Gi = Gal(Ei/Ki), G′i = Gal(Ei/Li). Suppose that there is a group
isomorphism θ :G1 → G2 such that θ(G′1) = θ(G′2). Then the number of Hopf–Galois structures
(respectively, almost classical Hopf–Galois structures, respectively Hopf–Galois structures or
almost classical Hopf–Galois structures of a given type N ) on Li/Ki , is the same for i = 1 and
i = 2.
No relation is assumed between the two base fields Ki in Corollary 2.5; they may, for example,
be of different characteristic.
Childs [5] observed that the group-theoretic situation in Theorem 2.2 can be expressed in
terms of the holomorph Hol(N) of N . Recall that Hol(N) is the semidirect product of N by its
automorphism group Aut(N). Viewing Aut(N) as acting on N from the left, we therefore have
Hol(N) = {(η,α) ∣∣ η ∈ N, α ∈ Aut(N)}
with the multiplication
(η,α)(η′, α′) = (ηα(η′), αα′).
Then Hol(N) is a subgroup of Perm(N), where
(η,α) · η′ = ηα(η′) for all η′ ∈ N. (1)
If, in the notation of Theorem 2.2, N acts regularly on S = G/G′, then this action induces
a bijection between N and S, by means of which G acts on N . Childs showed that regular
subgroups N of Perm(S) then correspond to subgroups G of Hol(N) in which G′ is the stabilizer
of the identity 1N of N . This correspondence does not in general give a bijection between these
two families of subgroups, however, since the effect of automorphisms of N and of G must be
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structures [1, Proposition 1]: the number of Hopf–Galois structures of type N on L/K is
|Aut(G,G′)|
|Aut(N)| b(N,G,G
′), (2)
where
Aut(G,G′) = {α ∈ Aut(G) ∣∣ α(G′) = G′},
and where b(N,G,G′) is the number of subgroups G∗ of Hol(N) ⊆ Perm(N) which are isomor-
phic to G via some isomorphism θ :G → G∗ with θ(G′) = G∗ ∩ Aut(N).
The following proposition summarizes what it means for a subgroup of Hol(N) to be regular.
Proposition 2.6. Let H be a subgroup of Hol(N). Then H is regular on N if and only if, for each
η ∈ N , there is a unique element hη ∈ H of the form
hη = (η,αη).
If H is regular then the map hη → η gives a bijection (but not in general a group isomorphism)
between H and N , and the map hη → αη is a group homomorphism H → Aut(N) (but is not in
general injective).
Proof. By (1), any element (η,α) of Hol(N) moves the identity 1N of N to η. The first statement
follows since H is regular if and only if, for each η ∈ N , there is a unique h ∈ H with h · 1N = η.
This also establishes the bijection between H and N . The final statement holds as the map in
question is the composite group homomorphism H ↪→ Hol(N)Aut(N). 
3. Almost classically cyclic extensions
By analogy with Definition 2.3, we make the following definition:
Definition 3.1. A finite separable field extension L/K , with normal closure E/K , is almost
cyclic if there is a normal cyclic complement of G′ = Gal(E/L) in G = Gal(E/K). Thus G is a
semidirect product G = C  G′ where C is a cyclic group of order [L : K].
Any Galois extension with cyclic Galois group is almost cyclic (here, G′ = 1). Also, if d  1
and K is any field whose characteristic does not divide d , then any radical extension L = K( d√a )
of K of degree d , with a ∈ K and L∩K(ζd) = K , is almost cyclic (here, G′ = Gal(L(ζd)/L)).
Let L/K be an almost cyclic extension of degree d . Then, in the notation of Definition 3.1, G′
must act faithfully on C. Since the automorphisms of C are the δm for m ∈ (Z/dZ)× determined
by
δm(σ ) = σm for all σ ∈ C, (3)
we may identify G′ with a subgroup Δ of (Z/dZ)× as follows.
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Definition 3.1. The subgroup of (Z/dZ)× associated to L/K is
Δ = {m ∈ (Z/dZ)× ∣∣ there exists g ∈ G′ with gσg−1 = σm for all σ ∈ C}.
Thus G is determined up to isomorphism by d and Δ ⊆ (Z/dZ)×.
Remark 3.3. Different cyclic normal complements C to G′ might conceivably give different
subgroups Δ ∼= G′ of (Z/dZ)×. Despite this apparent dependence of Δ on the choice of C, the
Hopf–Galois structures on L/K are necessarily independent of this choice.
In order to enumerate Hopf–Galois structures on an almost cyclic extension L/K of degree d ,
we need only keep track of the associated subgroup Δ. In particular, it suffices by Corollary 2.5
to consider a radical extension L1/K1 in characteristic 0, obtained as follows. Choose a ∈ Q so
that [Q( d√a ) : Q] = d and Q( d√a )∩ Q(ζd) = Q. (For example, take a to be a prime number not
dividing d .) Then K1 is the fixed field of Q(ζd) under Δ ⊆ (Z/dZ)×, where the latter group is
canonically identified with Gal(Q(ζd)/Q), and L1 = K1( d√a ).
Our aim now is to adapt the formula (2) to the case of almost cyclic extensions, enabling us
to count the Hopf–Galois structures in terms of the subgroup Δ of (Z/dZ)×.
Proposition 3.4. Let N be a group of order d , and let C∗ = 〈σ ∗〉 be a cyclic subgroup of Hol(N)
of order d , which acts regularly on N . For each m ∈ (Z/dZ)×, there is at most one δ∗m ∈ Aut(N)
for which
δ∗mσ ∗δ∗m
−1 = σ ∗m.
If δ∗m exists, then it is independent of the choice of generator σ ∗ of C∗.
Proof. The second statement is clear since if δ∗m has the stated property, then δ∗mσδ∗m−1 = σm
for every σ ∈ C∗. We now show the uniqueness. For each η ∈ N , there is a unique element of C∗
of the form (η,αη) by Proposition 2.6. Then in Hol(N) we have
(η,αη)
m = (1, δ∗m)(η,αη)(1, δ∗m)−1 = (δ∗m(η), δ∗mαη(δ∗m)−1).
This determines δ∗m(η) for each η. Hence the automorphism δ∗m is unique if it exists. 
In the notation of the previous proposition, we define
Γ (C∗) = {m ∈ (Z/dZ)× ∣∣ δ∗m exists}.
Thus Γ (C∗) is isomorphic to the intersection of Aut(N) with the normalizer of C∗ in Hol(N).
We now make the following definitions:
Definition 3.5. Let N be a group of order d , and let Δ be a subgroup of (Z/dZ)×. We define
integers b(N,Δ), bˆ(N,Δ) as follows:
b(N,Δ) is the number of cyclic subgroups C∗ = 〈σ ∗〉 of Hol(N) which are regular on N and
satisfy Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗).
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in Aut(N) is δ∗m for some m ∈ Δ.
The condition on σ ∗ in the definition of bˆ(N,Δ) is independent of the choice of generator σ ∗,
since it holds if and only if the image of C∗ under the natural homomorphism Hol(N) → Aut(N)
lies in the subgroup {δ∗m | m ∈ Δ} of Aut(N).
Lemma 3.6. Let L/K be an almost cyclic extension of degree d , and let Δ be the associated
subgroup of (Z/dZ)×. Let N be an abstract group of order d . Then the number of Hopf–Galois
structures of type N on L/K is
ϕ(d)
|Aut(N)|b(N,Δ), (4)
and the number of these which are almost classical is
ϕ(d)
|Aut(N)| bˆ(N,Δ). (5)
Proof. Let G = C  G′ in the usual notation, and fix a generator σ of C. Given a regular cyclic
subgroup C∗ of Hol(N) and a choice of generator σ ∗ of C∗, let θ0 :C → C∗ be the homomor-
phism determined by θ0(σ ) = σ ∗. We determine whether θ0 can be extended to an embedding
θ :G → Hol(N) with θ(G′) ⊆ Aut(N), as in the definition of b(N,G,G′). For each m ∈ Δ,
there is a unique g ∈ G′ such that gσg−1 = σm, and we must take θ(g) = δ∗m. Thus θ is uniquely
determined by θ0 if it exists, and it can only exist if Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗). Conversely if Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗) then,
for each g ∈ G′, we can take θ(g) = δ∗m for the corresponding m ∈ Δ. The uniqueness of the
elements δ∗m guarantees that this determines an embedding θ :G → Hol(N).
We have now shown that each subgroup C∗ of the sort counted by b(N,Δ) gives rise to a
unique subgroup G∗ of the sort counted by b(N,G,G′), and that all such G∗ arise this way.
However, the same group G∗ may arise from more than one C∗, since there may be more than
one normal cyclic complement C to G′ in G. To allow for this possibility, we count the number of
embeddings θ in two ways. For each θ , the subgroup C∗ = θ(C) is a regular cyclic subgroup in
Hol(N), and the image θ(δs) of each δs ∈ G′ must be the unique αs ∈ Aut(N) with αsσα−1s = σ s
for σ ∈ C∗. Thus θ is determined by C∗ up to composition with an automorphism of C. Hence
the number of possibilities for θ is |Aut(C)|b(N,Δ). On the other hand, a group G∗ as in the
definition of b(N,G,G′) determines θ up to composition with an element of Aut(G,G′), so the
number of possibilities for θ is |Aut(G,G′)|b(N,G,G′). We therefore have
∣∣Aut(C)∣∣b(N,Δ) = ∣∣Aut(G,G′)∣∣b(N,G,G′),
so that the number of Hopf–Galois structures of type N is
|Aut(G,G′)|
|Aut(N)| b(N,G,G
′) = |Aut(C)||Aut(N)|b(N,Δ).
Since |Aut(C)| = ϕ(d), this gives the expression (4).
Finally, to count the almost classical Hopf–Galois structures, we need to consider only those
groups G∗ ⊆ Hol(N) for which N ⊆ G∗. Let G∗ = θ(G) arise from the regular cyclic subgroup
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sition 2.6, and (η,1) ∈ G∗ if and only if (1, αη) ∈ G∗ ∩ Aut(N) = θ(G′). Thus N ⊆ G∗ if and
only if the image of C∗ in Aut(N) = Hol(N)/N is contained in θ(G′). But θ(G′) is the subgroup
{δ∗m | m ∈ Δ} of Aut(N), and the image of C∗ lies in this subgroup if and only if the image of the
generator σ ∗ does. Thus only the regular groups C∗ counted by bˆ(N,Δ) correspond to almost
classical Hopf–Galois structures, and, arguing as above, the number of such structures is given
by (5). 
In summary, we now have a method for counting Hopf–Galois structures (respectively, almost
classical Hopf–Galois structures) of a given type N on an almost cyclic extension L/K . We must
first find all regular cyclic subgroups C∗ in Hol(N). For each of these, we calculate Γ (C∗), and
check whether Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗). This gives us b(N,Δ). Making a convenient choice of generator
σ ∗ = (η,α) for each C∗, we must further check whether the automorphism α of N has the
form δ∗m, that is, whether
(1, α)σ ∗ = σ ∗m(1, α)
in Hol(N) for some m ∈ Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗). The number of C∗ for which this holds is bˆ(N,Δ). We can
then read off the number of Hopf–Galois structures (respectively, almost classical Hopf–Galois
structures) from Lemma 3.6.
4. Almost cyclic extensions of odd prime-power degree
The method just outlined can be applied to find all Hopf–Galois structures on an almost cyclic
extension L/K of degree pn, for an odd prime p and any n  1. This gives an alternative ap-
proach to Kohl’s results [11]. The crucial fact, in both Kohl’s approach and ours, is that if N is
a group of order pn whose holomorph contains an element of order pn, then N itself must be
cyclic [11, Theorem 4.4]. This no longer holds if p = 2; see Theorem 6.1 below.
Rather than carrying out the calculation here, we will briefly recall Kohl’s results, and then
use Corollary 2.5 to restate them in a slightly more general form.
Let p be an odd prime, let K be a field of characteristic 0, and let t be maximal such that t  n
and ζpt ∈ K . Let L = K(pn√a ), a ∈ K , be a radical extension of K of degree pn. Kohl implicitly
assumed that
L∩K(ζpn) = K. (6)
This assumption is not automatically satisfied. For example, if K = Q(ζp) and L = K(p2√a ) with
a = 2pζp , then L∩K(ζp2) = Q(ζp2) = K . In fact, L/K is then normal and cyclic of degree p2.
However, under the assumption (6), Kohl proved that if t < n then L/K admits pt Hopf–Galois
structures, of which pmin(t,n−t) are almost classical, while if t = n (so that L/K is normal) then
L/K admits pn−1 Hopf–Galois structures. All these Hopf–Galois structures have cyclic type.
Let us find the subgroup Δ ⊆ (Z/pnZ)× associated to L/K in terms of t . Clearly ζp ∈ K if
and only if m ≡ 1 (mod p) for all m ∈ Δ, and if this holds then Δ is a cyclic p-subgroup 〈1+pr〉
of (Z/pnZ)× of order pn−r with 1 r  n. Further, ζpr ∈ K if and only if Δ ⊆ 〈1 + pr 〉. Thus
for t > 0 we have Δ = 〈1 +pt 〉, and t = 0 if and only if Δ contains some m ≡ 1 (mod p). Using
Corollary 2.5, we can therefore restate Kohl’s results as follows.
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almost cyclic extension of degree pn, and let Δ ⊆ (Z/pnZ)× be its associated subgroup.
(i) If Δ contains some m ≡ 1 (mod p) then L/K admits only one Hopf–Galois structure, and
this is almost classical.
(ii) If Δ is the unique subgroup 〈1 +pt 〉 of (Z/pnZ)× of order pn−t , where 1 t  n− 1, then
L/K admits pt Hopf–Galois structures, of which pmin(t,n−t) are almost classical.
(iii) If Δ = 1 (that is, if L/K is normal) then L/K admits pn−1 Hopf–Galois structures, of
which just one is almost classical.
All these Hopf–Galois structures are of cyclic type.
5. Almost cyclic extensions of 2-power degree
Our main aim in this paper is to give the analogue of Theorem 4.1 for almost cyclic extensions
of degree 2n for n 3. It is convenient to state the results for n = 3 and for n 4 separately.
In this section, we state these results in terms of almost cyclic extensions in Theorems 5.1
and 5.2, and then reformulate them in terms of radical extensions in Corollaries 5.4 and 5.5. The
proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 will occupy the remainder of the paper.
In contrast to the odd prime-power case, where the group N is always cyclic, we will see
that N can now be the cyclic group C2n , the dihedral group D2n , or the generalized quaternion
group Q2n . We refer to the corresponding Hopf–Galois structures as being of cyclic, dihedral
or quaternion type, respectively. In order to state our results more succinctly, we will always
indicate the number of Hopf–Galois structures in this order, and write that there are [a, b, c]
Hopf–Galois structures to mean that there a of cyclic type, b of dihedral type and c of quaternion
type. Thus, for example, the assertion in Theorem 5.2(i) that L/K admits 10 = [2,4,4] Hopf–
Galois structures means that L/K admits 10 Hopf–Galois structures in total, of which 2 are of
cyclic type, 4 of dihedral type and 4 of quaternion type.
Recall that for n  3, the group (Z/2nZ)× is generated by the residue classes of −1 and 5,
of order 2 and 2n−2, respectively. Thus the groups Δ listed in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 exhaust all
subgroups of (Z/2nZ)×.
Theorem 5.1. Let L/K be an almost cyclic extension of degree 8, and let Δ be the associated
subgroup of (Z/8Z)×. Then L/K has 6 = [2,2,2] Hopf–Galois structures. If 5 ∈ Δ (respec-
tively, 5 /∈ Δ) then [2,0,0] (respectively, [1,0,0]) of these are almost classical.
Theorem 5.2. Let L/K be an almost cyclic extension of degree 2n with n 4, and let Δ be the
associated subgroup of (Z/2nZ)×.
(i) If Δ contains some m ≡ 3 (mod 4) then L/K admits 10 = [2,4,4] Hopf–Galois structures.
If 1 + 2n−1 ∈ Δ (respectively, 1 + 2n−1 /∈ Δ) then [2,0,0] (respectively, [1,0,0]) of these
are almost classical.
(ii) If Δ is the cyclic subgroup 〈1 + 2t 〉 of (Z/2nZ)× of order 2n−t , with 2  t  n − 3, then
L/K admits 5 · 2t = [2t ,2t+1,2t+1] Hopf–Galois structures, of which [2min(t,n−t),0,0] are
almost classical.
(iii) If Δ ⊆ 〈1 + 2n−2〉 (so Δ is cyclic of order 4, 2 or 1) then L/K admits 3 · 2n−2 =
[2n−2,2n−2,2n−2] Hopf–Galois structures, of which [|Δ|,0,0] are almost classical.
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Corollary 5.3. Let L/K be a cyclic Galois extension of degree 2n, n  3. Then L/K admits
3 · 2n−2 = [2n−2,2n−2,2n−2] Hopf–Galois structures.
The fact that, under the hypotheses of Corollary 5.3, there are 2n−2 Hopf–Galois structures of
cyclic type follows from [1, Lemma 1].
For a field K not of characteristic 2, any radical extension K( 2n
√
a )/K of degree 2n  8 which
satisfies (6) is almost cyclic, and we can read off the number of Hopf–Galois structures from
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. The group Δ depends on the roots of unity in K . Since Δ is canonically
isomorphic to Gal(K(ζ2n)/K), it follows that Δ contains some m ≡ 3 (mod 4) if and only if
ζ4 /∈ K , and in this case 1 + 2n−1 ∈ Δ unless either ζ2n + ζ−12n ∈ K (so Δ ⊆ 〈−1〉) or ζ2n − ζ−12n ∈
K (so Δ ⊆ 〈−1 − 2n−1〉). Also, for 2 t  n, we have ζ2t ∈ K if and only if Δ ⊆ 〈1 + 2t 〉. Thus
we have the following analogues for p = 2 of Kohl’s result.
Corollary 5.4. Let K be a field not of characteristic 2 and let L = K( 8√a ) be a radical extension
of K of degree 8 with L∩K(ζ8) = K . Then L/K admits 6 = [2,2,2] Hopf–Galois structures. If
ζ8 ± ζ−18 ∈ K then [1,0,0] of the Hopf–Galois structures is almost classical; otherwise, [2,0,0]
of Hopf–Galois structures are almost classical.
Corollary 5.5. Let K be a field not of characteristic 2, let n  4, and let L = K( 2n√a ) be a
radical extension of K of degree 2n with L∩K(ζ2n) = K .
(i) If ζ4 /∈ K then L/K admits 10 = [2,4,4] Hopf–Galois structures. If moreover either ζ2n +
ζ−12n ∈ K or ζ2n − ζ−12n ∈ K then [1,0,0] of the Hopf–Galois structure is almost classical;
otherwise [2,0,0] of the Hopf–Galois structures are almost classical.
(ii) If ζ2t ∈ K but ζ2t+1 /∈ K with 2 t  n− 3 then L/K admits 5 · 2t = [2t ,2t+1,2t+1] Hopf–
Galois structures, of which [2min(t,n−t),0,0] are almost classical.
(iii) If ζ2n−2 ∈ K then L/K admits 3 · 2n−2 = [2n−2,2n−2,2n−2], of which [4,0,0] (respectively
[2,0,0], respectively [1,0,0]) are almost classical, according as ζ2n−1 /∈ K (respectively,
ζ2n−1 ∈ K but ζ2n /∈ K , respectively ζ2n ∈ K).
For the sake of completeness, we also give the result for n 2.
Proposition 5.6.
(i) Any quadratic separable field extension is normal and has a unique Hopf–Galois structure.
(ii) Any almost cyclic extension of degree 4 has two Hopf–Galois structures. One of these is
almost classical and of cyclic type, and one is not almost classical and of elementary abelian
type.
Proof. We can argue directly from Theorem 2.2. (i) is trivial. In (ii), we may identify Perm(S)
with the symmetric group S4 on 4 symbols, such that the subgroup C generated by the 4-cycle
(1234) is a normal complement to G′ in G. Then G is either C itself (if L/K is normal) or the
dihedral group generated by C and (13). In either case, there are only two regular groups N
normalized by G, namely C and 〈(12)(34), (13)(24)〉. These give two Hopf–Galois structures as
described. 
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Corollary 5.7. Let L/K be an almost cyclic extension of degree 2n for n 1. Then any almost
classical Hopf–Galois structure on L/K is of cyclic type.
6. Some group theory
In this section we prove the following result.
Theorem 6.1. Let N be a group of order 2n, n 3. If Hol(N) contains an element of order 2n
then N is either the cyclic group C2n , the dihedral group D2n or the quaternion group Q2n
This is the analogue for p = 2 of [11, Theorem 4.4]. In contrast to the case of odd primes p,
there are now noncyclic groups N to consider. Theorem 6.1 is an immediate consequence of
Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 below, whose proofs are adapted from [11].
Lemma 6.2. Let N be a group of order 2n, n 3. Assume that the number of noncyclic subgroups
of order 4 in N is odd. Let α ∈ Aut(N) have order a power of 2. Then α2n−1 = 1 and, for any
η ∈ N , the element (η,α) of Hol(N) satisfies (η,α)2n−1 = 1.
Proof. We first construct a series of subgroups
{1} = N0 ⊂ N1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Nn = N (7)
of N with the following properties:
(i) |Ni | = 2i for each i;
(ii) Ni is normal in N , and fixed by α, for all i;
(iii) N2 is elementary abelian.
We begin by choosing N2. The action of N by conjugation on the set of noncyclic subgroups of
order 4 partitions this set into orbits whose sizes are powers of 2. By hypothesis the number of
such subgroups is odd, so there must be an odd number of orbits of size 1. Thus N contains an
odd number of normal noncyclic subgroups of order 4. Now α permutes these, and since α has
2-power order, there must be at least one such subgroup fixed by α. We take this as N2. Similarly,
there is some η = 1 in N2 fixed by both N and α. We take N1 = {1, η}. Then (i)–(iii) are satisfied
for i = 1 and i = 2.
Now suppose that we have constructed the series (7) up to Ni with 2 i < n. Then α induces
an automorphism of 2-power order on the center of N/Ni , which must fix some element η′Ni
of order 2. Then Ni+1 = 〈Ni,η′〉 satisfies (i) and (ii) for i + 1. Proceeding by induction, we can
therefore complete the construction of (7).
If ηi+1 ∈ Ni+1 then, as α induces the trivial automorphism of Ni+1/Ni , we have α(ηi+1) =
ηi+1ηi for some ηi ∈ Ni . It follows inductively that if i  j then α2j (ηi+1) = ηi+1ηi−j for some
ηi−j ∈ Ni−j . In particular, for any ηn ∈ N we have α2n−1(ηn) = ηn, so that α2n−1 = 1 in Aut(N)
as required.
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We have α(ηn) = ηnη′ for some η′ ∈ Nn−1, so that
(ηn,α)
2 = (ηnα(ηn),α2)= (η2nη′, α2).
As η2n ∈ Nn−1 we have
(ηn,α)
2 = (ηn−1, α2)
with ηn−1 ∈ Nn−1. Repeating the argument, we obtain by induction that
(ηn,α)
2j = (ηn−j , α2j )
for some ηn−j ∈ Nn−j . In particular
(ηn,α)
2n−2 = (η2, α2n−2)
with η2 ∈ N2. Now α2(η2) = η2, so α2n−2(η2) = η2 since n 3. Thus
(ηn,α)
2n−1 = (η2α2n−2(η2), α2n−1)= (η22,1)= (1,1)
since N2 is elementary abelian of order 4 and α2
n−1 = 1. 
Lemma 6.3. Let N be a group of order 2n, n  3, containing an even number of noncyclic
subgroups of order 4. Then N is one of the three groups C2n , D2n , Q2n .
Proof. A theorem of Frobenius [12, §50, p. 125] asserts that for any prime p and any r  0,
the number of subgroups of order pr in a group whose order is divisible by pr is congruent to 1
modulo p. Thus N contains an odd number of subgroups of order 4. Our hypothesis then means
that N contains an odd number of cyclic subgroups of order 4. By [12, §52, p. 132], it follows
that if n 4 then N has a cyclic subgroup of index 2. The classification of p-groups with a cyclic
subgroup of index p is well known: see [13, (5.3.4), p. 136]. For p = 2 and n 4 there are, up
to isomorphism, 6 such groups of order 2n, of which three are the groups C2n , D2n and Q2n . It
is readily verified that each of the remaining three groups contains exactly two cyclic subgroups
of order 4. Finally, for n = 3, we have 5 isomorphism types of groups of order 8, namely C8,
D8, Q8, C4 × C2, C2 × C2 × C2, and these have respectively 1, 1, 3, 2, 0 cyclic subgroups of
order 4. 
7. Cyclic N
Let N = 〈σ 〉 be a cyclic group of order 2n with n 3. In this section we calculate the numbers
b(N,Δ) and bˆ(N,Δ) for each subgroup Δ of (Z/2nZ)×. Recall that this means counting the
cyclic subgroups C∗ = 〈σ ∗〉 of Hol(N) which are regular on N and satisfy certain additional
properties involving Δ.
We have Hol(N) = N  Aut(N), where Aut(N) = {δs | s ∈ (Z/2nZ)×}, with δs(σ ) = σ s .
Note the change of notation as compared to Section 3: we no longer need to refer explicitly to
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generator (respectively, automorphism) of N , rather than of C. By induction, we have
(
σa, δs
)m = (σaS(s,m), δsm), (8)
where for integers s, m with m 0 we write
S(s,m) =
m−1∑
j=0
sj .
Let v2 denote the 2-adic valuation on Z: v2(2t b) = t if b is odd. Since (1 + 4a)m ≡ 1 +
4am (mod 8am) for any a, m ∈ Z, and S(s,m) = (sm − 1)/(s − 1) whenever s = 1, a simple
calculation yields the next result.
Proposition 7.1.
v2
(
S(s,m)
)=
{
v2(m) if s ≡ 1 (mod 4) or m is odd;
v2(m)+ v2(s + 1)− 1 if s ≡ −1 (mod 4) and m is even.
Proposition 7.2. For any odd integer c 1, any a ≡ 1 (mod 4) and any k  0 we have
(i) v2(S(a,2kc)) = k;
(ii) v2(S(a,1 + 2kc)− 1) = k.
Proof. (i) We argue by induction on k. If k = 0 then S(a,2kc) is odd, being the sum of an odd
number of odd terms, so the assertion holds. Now assume the assertion for k. Then S(a,2kc) =
2kd for some odd d , so that
S
(
a,2k+1c
)= S(a,2kc)+ a2kcS(a,2kc)= (1 + a2kc)2kd ≡ 2k+1 (mod 2k+2),
since 1 + a2kc ≡ 2 (mod 4). Hence the assertion also holds for k + 1.
(ii) Since S(a,1 + 2kc)− 1 = aS(a,2kc), the result follows from (i). 
The next result is essentially [1, Lemma 1(ii)], but we include it here for completeness.
Lemma 7.3.
(i) (σ a, δs) has order 2n in Hol(N) if and only if a is odd and s ≡ 1 (mod 4).
(ii) Hol(N) contains precisely 2n−2 cyclic subgroups C∗ of order 2n, namely the subgroups
generated by (σ, δs) for s ∈ (Z/2nZ)× with s ≡ 1 (mod 4). These are all regular on N .
Proof. (i) We have
(
σa, δs
)2n−1 = (σaS(s,2n−1),1),
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precisely when a is odd and s ≡ 1 (mod 4), and (σ a, δs)2n = 1 in all cases.
(ii) By (i), the number of elements of Hol(N) of order 2n is 2n−12n−2 = 22n−3. Each of these
elements lies in exactly one cyclic subgroup C∗ of order 2n, and each such subgroup contains
2n−1 elements of order 2n, giving 2n−2 such subgroups. Let σ ∗ = (σ a, δs) be a generator for
one such subgroup C∗. Thus a is odd and s ≡ 1 (mod 4). If C∗ were not regular on N then
1N would be fixed by (σ ∗)2
k for some k < n, so that v2(aS(s,2k)) n by (8). This contradicts
Proposition 7.1. Hence all 2n−2 groups C∗ are regular. In particular, each of them contains a
unique element of the form (σ, δs), and this has order 2n by (i). 
Lemma 7.4. Let C∗ = 〈σ ∗〉 be one of the subgroups of Lemma 7.3(ii), where σ ∗ = (σ, δs) with
s ≡ 1 (mod 4).
(i) If s = 1 or s = 1 + 2n−1 then Γ (C∗) = (Z/2nZ)×.
(ii) If v2(s − 1) = j with 2 j  n− 2 then Γ (C∗) = 〈1 + 2n−j 〉.
Proof. Recall that an element m ∈ (Z/2nZ)× belongs to Γ (C∗) if and only if there is some
δ∗m = δw ∈ Aut(N) such that δ∗mσ ∗δ∗m−1 = σ ∗m in Hol(N), or equivalently,
(1, δw)(σ, δs) = (σ, δs)m(1, δw),
that is,
(
σw, δws
)= (σS(s,m), δsmw).
Thus m ∈ Γ (C∗) if and only if there exists w ∈ (Z/2nZ)× satisfying
w ≡ S(s,m) (mod 2n), ws ≡ smw (mod 2n).
Since C∗ is regular on N , there is a unique w ∈ (Z/2nZ)× satisfying the first congruence, so
m ∈ Γ (C∗) if and only if
s ≡ sm (mod 2n). (9)
If s ≡ 1 (mod 2n−1) then (9) holds for all m ∈ (Z/2nZ)×, giving (i).
Now suppose that s = 1 + 2j c with 2 j  n − 2 and c odd. Let m = 1 + 2ef with f odd.
We have
s2 ≡ 1 + 2j+1c (mod 22j ),
so that v2(s2 − 1) = j + 1, and by induction v2(s2e − 1) = v2(s − 1)+ e. Since also v2((s2e )f −
1) = v2(s2e − 1), it follows that
v2
(
sm − s)= v2(sm−1 − 1)= v2(s − 1)+ e = v2(s − 1)+ v2(m− 1).
Thus (9) holds if and only if v2(m−1) n− j , or equivalently, m ≡ 1 (mod 2n−j ). Since j  2,
this holds precisely when m ∈ 〈1 + 2n−j 〉, giving (ii). 
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Lemma 7.5. Let N be cyclic of order 2n with n 3.
(i) Suppose that Δ contains 1 + 2n−1 and also contains some m ≡ 3 (mod 4). (Thus Δ is one
of the n − 3 cyclic subgroups 〈−1 − 2t 〉 for 2  t  n − 2, or one of the n − 2 noncyclic
subgroups 〈−1,1 + 2t 〉 for 2 t  n− 1; this includes the case Δ = (Z/2nZ)×.) Then
b(N,Δ) = bˆ(N,Δ) = 2.
(ii) Suppose that Δ contains some m ≡ 3 (mod 4) but does not contain 1 + 2n−1. (Thus Δ is
one of the 2 subgroups 〈−1〉 or 〈−1 − 2n−1〉 of order 2.) Then
b(N,Δ) = 2; bˆ(N,Δ) = 1.
(iii) Suppose that Δ is the cyclic subgroup 〈1 + 2t 〉 of order 2n−t with 2 t  n− 2. Then
b(N,Δ) = 2t ; bˆ(N,Δ) = 2min(t,n−t).
(iv) Suppose that Δ = 〈1 + 2n−1〉. Then
b(N,Δ) = 2n−2; bˆ(N,Δ) = 2.
(v) Suppose that Δ = 1. Then
b(N,Δ) = 2n−2; bˆ(N,Δ) = 1.
Proof. Recall that b(N,Δ) counts those regular cyclic subgroups C∗ = 〈σ ∗〉, σ ∗ = (σ, δs), for
which Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗), and bˆ(N,Δ) counts all such C∗ for which δsσ ∗δ−1s = σ ∗m with m ∈ Δ. We
now consider each of the above cases in turn.
(i) From Lemma 7.4, Γ (C∗) contains some m ≡ 3 (mod 4) only when Γ (C∗) = (Z/2nZ)×,
and this occurs just when s = 1 or 1 + 2n−1. Thus b(N,Δ) = 2. For these two values of s we
have
(1, δs)(σ, δs)
(
1, δ−1s
)= (σ s, δs)= (σ, δs)s
in Hol(N). Indeed, this clear for s = 1, while for s = 1 + 2n−1 we have from (8) that (σ, δs)s =
(σ S(s,s), δs) where
S(s, s) =
2n−1∑
j=0
(
1 + 2n−1)j ≡ (2n−2 + 1)1 + (2n−2)(1 + 2n−1)≡ s (mod 2n).
Thus in both cases s ∈ Δ, giving bˆ(N,Δ) = 2.
(ii) The same calculation as in (i) shows that b(N,Δ) = 2. This time, however, 1 ∈ Δ but
1 + 2n−1 /∈ Δ. It follows that bˆ(N,Δ) = 1.
(iii) If Δ = 〈1 + 2t 〉 with 2  t  n − 2 then the possible groups Γ (C∗) containing Δ are
(Z/2nZ)× and 〈1 + 2n−j 〉 with t  n − j . Thus, by Lemma 7.4, Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗) precisely when
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1 (mod 2n−t ), and therefore b(N,Δ) = 2t .
Now for
(1, δs)(σ, δs)
(
1, δ−1s
)= (σ s, δs)= (σ, δs)m
to hold, we need
s ≡ S(s,m) (mod 2n); sm ≡ s (mod 2n).
We wish to count the number of possible s for which this holds for some m ∈ Δ. Write s =
1 + 2j c with c odd. There will be a unique m ∈ (Z/2nZ)× satisfying the first congruence. As
in the proof of Lemma 7.4, the second congruence holds if and only if v2(m − 1)  n − j .
Since s ≡ 1 (mod 4), we have v2(S(s,m) − 1) = v2(m − 1) by Proposition 7.2(ii). So we need
j = v2(m − 1). It remains to determine whether m ∈ Δ. This occurs if and only if j  t . So we
need v2(m − 1) = j  t as well as v2(m − 1)  n − t . Thus m ≡ 1 (mod 2max(n−t,t)), giving
2min(t,n−t) possibilities for m and thus for s. Hence bˆ(N,Δ) = 2min(t,n−t).
(iv) If Δ = 〈1 + 2n−1〉 then Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗) for all choices of C∗, so that b(N,Δ) = 2n−2.
However, for δs to conjugate σ ∗ = (σ, δs) to σ ∗m with m ∈ Δ, we need s ≡ S(s,1) or s ≡
S(s,1 + 2n−1) (mod 2n), which holds only for s = 1 or s = 1 + 2n−1. Hence bˆ(N,Δ) = 2.
(v) If Δ = 1 then clearly Δ ⊆ Γ ∗(C) for all C∗, but δs can only centralize σ ∗ if s = 1. Hence
b(N,Δ) = 2n−2 and bˆ(N,Δ) = 1. 
8. Dihedral and quaternion N
We can handle these cases simultaneously: let
N = 〈σ, τ ∣∣ σ 2n−1 = 1, τ 2 = σ 2n−2, τσ = σ−1τ 〉,
so that N = D2n (respectively, Q2n ) if  = 0 (respectively, 1). Here, as before, n 3.
If N = Q8 then C = 〈σ 〉 is the unique cyclic subgroup of N of index 2, and is therefore fixed
by all automorphisms. If N = Q8 (so n = 3,  = 1), the cyclic subgroups of index 2 are 〈σ 〉,
〈τ 〉 and 〈στ 〉. The automorphism ρ defined by ρ(σ ) = τ , ρ(τ) = στ permutes these 3 groups
cyclically, so the stabilizer in Aut(N) of C has index 3. To avoid treating Q8 separately, we
define Aut′(N) to be the stabilizer in Aut(N) of C, and Hol′(N) to be the preimage in Hol(N)
of Aut′(N). Thus Hol(N)′ = Hol(N) in all cases except N = Q8, when Hol′(N) has index 3 in
Hol(N). To determine the 2-subgroups of Hol(N) it is sufficient to consider those in Hol′(N) in
all cases, since any 2-subgroup of Hol(Q8) is conjugate to a 2-subgroup of Hol′(Q8).
In all cases, |Aut′(N)|  |Cent(C)||Aut(C)|  2n−1 × 2n−2 since an automorphism in the
centralizer Cent(C) of C in Aut(N) must take τ to one of the 2n−1 elements σ iτ . Thus
|Aut′(N)| 22n−3. However, there are automorphisms α, β , γ defined by
α(σ) = σ, α(τ) = στ ;
β(σ) = σ−1, β(τ ) = τ ;
γ (σ ) = σ 5, γ (τ ) = τ.
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βγ = γβ, βα = α−1β, γ α = α5γ.
Thus Aut′(N) = 〈α,β, γ 〉 with order 22n−3. Indeed Aut′(N) ∼= Hol(〈α〉) = Hol(C2n−1).
A typical element θ of Hol′(N) can therefore be written
θ = (σaτb,αqβrγ s)
where we can assume b, r ∈ {0,1}.
Lemma 8.1. Hol′(N) has exponent 2n, and contains precisely 22n−4 cyclic subgroups of or-
der 2n. Each of these is regular on N and has a unique generator of the form σ ∗ = (τ,αqβrγ s)
with q odd. Moreover, given m with v2(m− 1) = k  1, we have
σ ∗m = (σwτ, (αqβrγ s)m) (10)
for some w (depending on m, q , r , s and ) with v2(w) = k − 1.
Proof. We begin by calculating the squares of elements θ in Hol′(N). First consider elements of
the form
θ = (σa,αqβrγ s). (11)
Since
αqβrγ s
(
σa
)= σ (−1)r5sa,
and (αqβrγ s)2 = α(1+(−1)r5s )qβ2rγ 2s with β2r = 1, we have
θ2 = (σ (1+(−1)r5s )a, α(1+(−1)r5s )qγ 2s).
Thus the power of 2 in the exponents of each of σ , α, γ is increased by at least 1. Since σ , α, γ
have orders 2n−1, 2n−1, 2n−3, respectively, an easy induction shows that θ2n−1 = 1. Moreover, θ
will have order 2n−1 precisely when a is odd and r = 0.
Now consider
θ = (σaτ,αqβrγ s).
We have
αqβrγ s
(
σaτ
)= σ (−1)r5sa+qτ
so that
θ2 = (σaτσ (−1)r5sa+qτ, (αqβrγ s)2)
= (σ (1−(−1)r5s )a−q+2n−2, α(1+(−1)r5s )qγ 2s).
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exponent of Hol′(N) divides 2n. Moreover, θ2 will have order 2n−1 precisely when the exponent
of σ in θ2 is odd, and this occurs if and only if q is odd. Indeed, when q is odd we have
θ2
k = (σ 2k−1c, (αqβrγ s)2k )= (σ 2k−1c, α2kdγ 2ks) (12)
for 1  k  n, where c, d are some integers with c odd. So Hol′(N) has exponent 2n, and
the elements of order 2n are the elements of the form (σ aτ,αqβrγ s) with q odd. There are
2n−1 (respectively, 2n−2, 2, 2n−3) choices for a (respectively, q , r , s), giving 23n−5 elements
of order 2n. Since each of these lies in only one cyclic subgroup of Hol′(N), and each such
subgroup contains 2n−1 elements of order 2n, it follows that there are 22n−4 cyclic subgroups of
order 2n.
Now let θ ∈ Hol′(N) have order 2n. If the subgroup 〈θ〉 were not regular on N , then 1N would
be fixed by θ2k for some k < n. Then θ2k would have the form (1, φ) for some φ ∈ Aut(N). This
cannot occur since the above calculation shows that for 1  k < n the exponent of σ in θ2k is
divisible by 2k−1 but not by 2k . Hence each cyclic subgroup of order 2n is regular on N , and thus
contains a unique element of the form (τ,φ).
It remains to show (10). To simplify notation, let ρ = αqβrγ s , and let m = 2kh + 1 with h
odd. It follows from (12) that
σ ∗2kh = (σ 2k−1e, ρ2kh)
for some odd e. (The first component is the product of an odd number of terms, each of the form
σ 2
k−1f with f odd.) Hence
σ ∗m = (τ, ρ)(σ 2k−1e, ρ2kh)= (σ−(−1)r5s2k−1eτ, ρm),
which is of the form stated in (10). 
Lemma 8.2. Let C∗ = 〈σ ∗〉, with σ ∗ = (τ,αqβrγ s), be a cyclic subgroup of order 2n in Hol(N).
(Here q runs through (Z/2n−1Z)×, s runs through Z/2n−3Z, and r = 0 or 1.)
(i) If s = 0 or s = 2n−4 (with n 4) then Γ (C∗) = (Z/2nZ)×.
(ii) If v2(s) = j with 0 j  n− 5 then Γ (C∗) = 〈1 + 2n−3−j 〉.
Proof. For m ∈ (Z/2nZ)×, we have m ∈ Γ (C∗) if and only if
(
1, αxβyγ z
)(
τ,αqβrγ s
)= (τ,αqβrγ s)m(1, αxβyγ z)
for some x, y, z. By (10), this is equivalent to
(
σxτ,
(
αxβyγ z
)(
αqβrγ s
))= (σwτ, (αqβrγ s)m(αxβyγ z))
for some w depending on m. Thus x is uniquely determined by x = w. Moreover, expanding the
second component on either side, we need
αx+(−1)y5zqβy+rγ z+s = αqS((−1)r5s ,m)+x(−1)mr5msβmr+yγ ms+z,
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x + q(−1)y5z ≡ qS((−1)r5s ,m)+ x(−1)mr5ms (mod 2n−1),
s(m− 1) ≡ 0 (mod 2n−3).
The first of these congruences is satisfied (with x = w) for some choice of y and z, so m ∈ Γ (C∗)
if and only if the second congruence is satisfied.
If s = 0 or 1 + 2n−4 then s(m− 1) ≡ 0 (mod 2n−3) for all m ∈ (Z/2nZ)×. This gives case (i).
If now v2(s) = j with 0  j  n − 5 then s(m − 1) ≡ 0 (mod 2n−3) precisely when m ≡
1 (mod 2n−3−j ). Since n− 3 − j  2, we then have case (ii). 
Lemma 8.3. Let N = Q2n or D2n with n 3 and let Δ be a subgroup of (Z/2nZ)×.
(i) For n = 3 we have b(D8,Δ) = 4, b(Q8,Δ) = 12 for any Δ.
(ii) If n 4 and Δ contains some m ≡ 3 (mod 4) then b(N,Δ) = 2n.
(iii) If n  4 and Δ is the cyclic subgroup 〈1 + 2t 〉 of order 2n−t with 2  t  n − 3, then
b(N,Δ) = 2n−1+t .
(iv) If n 4 and Δ = 〈1 + 2t 〉 of order 2n−t with n− 2 t  n, then b(N,Δ) = 22n−4.
In all cases, bˆ(N,Δ) = 0.
Proof. Each value of s corresponds to 2n−1 subgroups C∗ = 〈(τ,αqβrγ s)〉, since q (respec-
tively, r) can take 2n−2 (respectively, 2) values.
If n = 3 then we must have s = 0, so that Γ (C∗) = (Z/8Z)× for all subgroups C∗. Thus
b(D8,Δ) = 2n−1 = 4 for all choices of Δ, since Hol′(D8) = Hol(D8). For N = Q8, each of
the 4 regular cyclic subgroups C∗ ⊆ Hol′(N) has Δ ⊆ Γ (C∗) = (Z/2nZ)×. However, in this
case Hol′(N) has index 3 in Hol(N), and each of the 3 conjugates of Hol′(N) contains 4 regular
cyclic subgroups. These 12 subgroups are all distinct, since the subgroups 〈(τ,αqβr)〉 in Hol′(N)
normalize 〈σ 〉 but not 〈τ 〉. This gives case (i).
For the remainder of the proof, we suppose that n 4, so that Hol′(N) = Hol(N).
If some m ≡ 3 (mod 4) lies in Δ then we must have s = 0 or s = 2n−4. Thus b(N,Δ) =
2 × 2n−1 = 2n, giving case (ii).
If Δ contains no m ≡ 3 (mod 4) then Δ = 〈1 + 2t 〉 with 2 t  n. Then Δ ⊆ C∗ if and only
if t  n − 3 − j , where j = v2(s). This is equivalent to j  n − 3 − t . If t  n − 3 then there
are 2t choices for s with v2(s) n − 3 − t , so that b(N,Δ) = 2n−1+t . This gives (iii). Finally,
if n − 2  t  n then j  n − 3 − t for all 2n−3 values of s, giving b(N,Δ) = 22n−4 as stated
in (iv).
It remains to show that bˆ(N,Δ) = 0 in all cases. Thus we must show that if C∗ is generated
by σ ∗ = (τ,αqβrγ s) with q odd, then it is impossible that
(
1, αqβrγ s
)(
τ,αqβrγ s
)= (τ,αqβrγ s)m(1, αqβrγ s)
with m ∈ Γ (C∗). We shall derive a contradiction from this equality. As before, let v2(m − 1) =
k  1 and write ρ = αqβrγ s . Using (10), we then have
(1, ρ)(τ, ρ) = (σwτ,ρm)(1, ρ),
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(
σqτ,ρ2
)= (σwτ,ρm+1), (13)
where v2(w) = k − 1. Thus q ≡ w (mod 2n−1) and 2 ≡ m + 1 (mod 2n−1). Since q is odd, the
first of these yields k − 1 = v2(w) = 0, whereas the second yields k = v2(m − 1)  n − 1. As
n 3, this gives the required contradiction. 
9. Completion of the proofs
To complete the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we just need to apply Lemma 3.6, using the
values of b(N,Δ) and bˆ(N,Δ) found in Lemmas 7.5 and 8.3. By Theorem 6.1, the only relevant
groups N are C2n , D2n and Q2n .
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For n = 3 we have b(C8,Δ) = 2 for all possible Δ by Lemma 7.5(i),
(ii), (iv), (v). Also bˆ(C8,Δ) = 2 if 5 = 1 + 2n−1 ∈ Δ, and bˆ(C8,Δ) = 1 otherwise. Since
|Aut(N)| = ϕ(8) = 4, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that there are 2 Hopf–Galois structures of
cyclic type, of which 2 (respectively, 1) are almost classical if 5 ∈ Δ (respectively, 5 /∈ Δ).
Now for N = D8 we have b(D8,Δ) = 4 for all possible Δ by Lemma 8.3, and |Aut(D8)| =
22n−3 = 8. Thus by Lemma 3.6, the number of Hopf–Galois structures of dihedral type is
(ϕ(8)/8)b(D8,Δ) = 2. Similarly, the number of Hopf–Galois structures of quaternion type is
(ϕ(8)/|Aut(Q8)|)b(Q8,Δ) = (4/24)×12 = 2. As bˆ(D8,Δ) = bˆ(Q8,Δ) = 0, none of the Hopf–
Galois structures of dihedral or quaternion type is almost classical. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. For n 4 we have |Aut(D2n)| = |Aut(Q2n)| = 22n−3 and ϕ(2n) = 2n−1,
so that the number of Hopf–Galois structures of each of the types D2n and Q2n is 22−nb(N,Δ).
Moreover, there are no almost classical Hopf–Galois structures of type D2n or Q2n since
bˆ(N,Δ) = 0 in Lemma 8.3.
We now work through the possibilities for Δ as listed in Theorem 5.2.
(i) Let Δ contain some m ≡ 3 (mod 4). By Lemma 7.5(i), (ii) there are 2 Hopf–Galois struc-
tures of cyclic type, of which both are (respectively, only one is) almost classical according as
1 + 2n−1 ∈ Δ (respectively, 1 + 2n−1 /∈ Δ). In each of the cases N = D2n , N = Q2n we have
b(N,Δ) = 2n by Lemma 8.3(ii), giving 22−n × 2n = 4 Hopf–Galois structures of type N . This
gives 10 Hopf–Galois structures in total, as stated in Theorem 5.2(i).
(ii) Let Δ = 〈1 + 2t 〉 with 2  t  n − 3. From Lemma 7.5(iii) there are 2t Hopf–Galois
structures of cyclic type, of which 2min(t,n−t) are almost classical. In each of the cases N = D2n
and N = Q2n , we have b(N,Δ) = 2n−1+t by Lemma 8.3(iii), giving 2t+1 Hopf–Galois structures
of type N . Thus there are in total 2t + 2t+1 + 2t+1 = 5 · 2t Hopf–Galois structures on L/K .
(iii) If Δ ⊆ 〈1 + 2n−2〉 then there are 2n−2 cyclic Hopf–Galois structures by Lemma 7.5(iii)
(with t = n − 2), (iv), (v). In each of these cases we have bˆ(C2n ,Δ) = |Δ|, so the number of
almost classical Hopf–Galois structures is |Δ|. For N = D2n and N = Q2n we have b(N,Δ) =
22n−4, giving 2n−2 Hopf–Galois structures of type N . Thus in total there are 3 ·2n−2 Hopf–Galois
structures, with 2n−2 of each of the 3 types.
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